**Abstract**

**Background:** Urban versus rural childhoods have been suggested to increase neuropsychiatric risk. Temporal aspects of working memory (WM) may be particularly vulnerable to social competition stress prevalent in urban societies. Here, we examined dissociable number computation tasks with or without a WM interval. We hypothesized that induced social competitive stress might differentially affect tasks across WM, particularly in individuals with urban childhoods.

**Methods:** We studied 192 adult subjects living in Beijing with differing rural or urban childhoods as part of a Lieber Institute--Peking University partnership. Subjects were scanned in a 3T-MRI. The WM paradigm engaged events associated with context encoding, maintenance and computation of numerical information, performed with or without induced social-competitive stress featuring a competitor doing better at the same task.

**Results:** Induced social stress did not affect performance of number computation with or without a WM interval. However, prefrontal-striatal function was accentuated by social stress during number computation (p\<0.05 FWE corrected). On the other hand, these brain functions were decreased by social stress during number computation in WM. The opposing effects were accentuated in individuals who had lived longest in urban cities, at the striatum during number computation, and at the medial prefrontal cortex in WM computation (p\<0.001). These effects may relate to reduced satisfaction with social relationships in these individuals (p\<0.001).

**Conclusions:** Our results may suggest differing biases in the processing of more immediate versus WM information under social stress, and how urban childhood environments may accentuate these effects to influence more complex (social) information processing.
